Effect of shock polarity on biphasic defibrillation thresholds using an active pectoral lead system.
The downsizing of implantable defibrillator pulse generators has made pectoral placement routine. A further reduction of defibrillation thresholds (DFTs) may simplify implantation defibrillation testing and allow for smaller, lower output pulse generators while maintaining an adequate defibrillation safety margin. One factor that may affect defibrillation efficacy is shock polarity. Sixty consecutive patients undergoing dual-coil, active left pectoral defibrillator implantation were evaluated. Paired, biphasic DFTs were measured in normal (RV apex = cathode) and reverse (RV apex = anode) polarity with order of testing randomized. Reverse polarity conferred a 15% reduction of mean DFTs (8.5 +/- 5.0 J normal, 7.2 +/- 4.6 J reverse polarity, P = 0.02). The effect of polarity appeared most pronounced among the patients with a high DFT (> or = 15 J) resulting in a 31% reduction with reverse polarity (16.7 +/- 2.5 J normal, 11.5 +/- 5.9 J reverse, P = 0.03). Reversing shock polarity results in significantly lower biphasic DFTs with an active pectoral lead system, particularly in the subgroup of patients with a high normal polarity threshold. Reversing polarity in these patients may simplify acute defibrillation testing and allow for lower output devices.